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City break reviews – give your opinion! 

(From Manolo Sanchez, Spain) 

Dublin 
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(From Christiane Gautier, France) 

New York 
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(From Susanna Lloyd, UK) 

Dubai 
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(From Alvin Parmiter, USA) 

Havana 
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Read the text quickly. Which people have these opinions? 
 

1. I like the shopping there, especially the jewellery. 

2. The people aren’t friendly and the food isn’t good. 

3. I’m interested in looking at buildings. 

4. I love busy, noisy cities, but I don’t like rain! 
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Read the text again and answer these questions. 
 

1. Why was Manolo in a gallery all day Sunday? 

2. Susanna bought something special in Dubai – what? 

3. Did Christiane like the food in New York? Why/Why not? 

4. Does Alvin like Havana? How do you know? 
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Write the words from the box in the table. 

airport   building clothes  shop 
department store  gallery hotel  jeweller’s 
market museum newsagent’s park shoe shop 

Shopping Places in / near  a city 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Add more words to the table. 
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Look at the verbs in the grammar box. Find the past forms of the verbs in 
the text  and write them in the table. 

Infinitive Past form 

leave 
fly 

spend 
go 

take 
buy 

meet 
see 
eat 

have 
 

left 
flew 
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Complete the text with past forms of the verbs in the grammar box. 
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Talk about the last city you visited.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What you liked about the city. Why did you like it? 
What you didn’t like about the city. Why didn’t you like it? 
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     Thank you for     
today! 

 

We’re looking forward to  
seeing you again! 
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